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Working With and For Children…

About CHETNA

History
It all began during the year
1991, when a young agricultureengineering
student
at
Pantnagar University began to
think about ways and the
manner in which to help his
university and the nearby
community. The student, Sanjay
Gupta, realized the importance
of collaboration in bringing
about any change. The idea of
collaboration evolved with his
help in bringing together likeminded socially conscious
university students in forming a
volunteer group, which was
ultimately named CHETNA
Pantnagar.
On 8th Mar 2002 CHETNA –
Childhood
Enhancement
through Training and Action
was formally registered as an
NGO, founded on what can be
called principles of constructive
activism, and began work under
its own banner with a team of 6
members. After 10 years,
CHETNA has expanded to a
team of 100. Our team works
with children in extreme
difficult
circumstances,
in
various capacities and the team
has been the backbone of the
organisation.

Our Vision
To achieve a child friendly
society and system, which
ensures right to Survival,
Protection, Development and
Participation of the child?

Our Belief
A child is on the streets not
by choice but by compulsion.
Push and pull factors like
poverty, urbanization,
abusive environment,
aspirations are responsible
for their condition.

Core Principle
CHETNA ensures children’s
participation. The children
themselves design programs
and activities based on their
needs and perceptions.
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Message from the Director

Childhood Enhancement through Training and Action (CHETNA) has successfully
accomplished its financial year 2013-2014. Through its various ongoing projects, it has
significantly contributed in the lives of street and working children. Our approach has always
been a holistic development of children deprived of their rights and basic needs.
While presenting the annual report 2013-14, it is a matter of great satisfaction for the entire team
that we achieved what we strived for. This report manifests the actions and results of the team
CHETNA.
I am thankful to the members of management board for their guidance and support. I sincerely
extend my whole hearted thanks to the all the funders and partner NGO’s of CHETNA to make
our programmes successful.
Last but not the least I welcome feedbacks/suggestions for further improvement in our earnest
endeavor to serve, and be able to serve, better.

Sanjay Gupta,
Director and Founder
CHETNA
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Activities of CHETNA at a Glance

A Threefold Action

A Participatory Approach

Direct Action with Children

 Providing non formal
education at contact points.
 Linking children to formal
schools.
 Conducting trainings on
capacity building and
leadership skills.
 Organizing residential
workshops/ thematic
exposure visits.
 Repatriation and referrals
of children to shelter
homes/NGOs or
government authorities.
 Forming support groups of
children.
 Ensuring access to health
services.
 Organizing talent shows/
inter-contact point
matches.

Sensitization of
Stakeholders

 Organizing meetings with
parents/stakeholders.
 Conducting trainings for
police academies,
Schools/ health departments/
Media and Government
officials.
 Organizing street plays,
puppet shows, role-plays,
rallies, radio programs etc.
 Publishing informative
newspapers and IEC
materials.
 Organizing child rights fair.
 Conducting interface of
children with stakeholders.

Advocacy for Child
Friendly Policies
 Advocacy with policy makers,
and other related system.
 Organizing awareness rallies,
campaigns for implementing
child friendly policies.
 Conducting empirical research
studies.
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CHETNA’s Action
Direct Action
Direct action with children is one of the core
activities of CHETNA. In our programs children
play the role of protagonist in their learning process.
The first and foremost action of CHETNA is
educating children. CHETNA believes that
education is a prerequisite /springboard towards
children empowerment. However, most of the street
and working children are still out of school for
various reasons. For such children CHETNA
provides non-formal education. We prepare them to
integrate with governmental schools in which they
will pursue their later education. CHETNA also
guides them in the registration process.
Children attend non-formal education, enjoy
recreational activities at our centers, and contact
points. These points can be any public place (park,
street or any safe and covered place). The street
coordinators
organize
various
recreational,
educational and networking activities on regular
basis.
Besides this, trainings have always been the
quintessential component of CHETNA’s direct
action with children. It includes capacity building,
vocational and leadership trainings for the holistic
development of children.
CHETNA believe that each child inherits some
hidden talent and to stimulate that talent we provide
them a stage to express themselves through different
mediums of art i.e. dance, drama, music and games.

More That 12000 children
were reached out directly this
year.
More than 2200 children got
admitted to schools

3000 children linked to
alternative education at 105
contact points.

6000 children got trained to
address their day to day issues
through 60 life skill workshops,
300 visits to local PHC and
Police stations and 6 residential
trainings.
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Sensitization` of Stakeholders
To achieve a child friendly society we need to put a
common effort. Not only children but all the
stakeholders are responsible to shape and compose
children’s environment.
When it comes about children’s issues parents are the
key stakeholders. Thus, we organize parents meetings
in our centers and contact points regularly to discuss
their role in children‘s development. We discuss
issues related to child development and child rights.
Also, what are the factors that hinder the process.
How parents can enhance the learning skills of their
children etc.
Police plays a vital role in street and working
children’s life. It is evident from the studies that the
relation between police and street children is not so
harmonious. They both consider each other as a
problem and most of the street children are scared of
police.
Children police interface allow children to increase
their faith in police system and to understand how
policemen can help them. At the same time police
trainings helps to sensitize policemen about child
rights and Juvenile Justice Act.
CHETNA also worked with stakeholders like local
shopkeepers, vendors, security guards, community
leaders, government employee and guardians (of
children) and community as a whole during the years.
CHETNA aims at maintaining a friendly and
supportive relationship between the street/working
children and the stakeholders. Our goal is to sensitize
stakeholders to ensure a child friendly society.

10000 sensitized through 35
police trainings, 65 meetings,
80 networking visits

50000 citizens sensitized
about issue of Street and
Working children through
more than 300 media article
published in electronic and
print media,

Advocacy
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Child advocacy refers to a range of individuals,
professionals and advocacy organizations who
promote the optimal development of children.
CHETNA is a part of such advocacy programs
which seeks to protect children’s rights which may
be abridged or abused in a number of areas.

CHETNA successfully
constituted a working group on
“Substance Abuse & Drug
Addiction among Children”,
with the help of NCPCR.

We have experienced that any strategy can hardly
have lasting effects without a system with better
policies and social climate.

Member of pro-child E-group

CHETNA is an active member of E-Group called
Pro-child, which is a nation-wide network of NGOs
and individual child rights activists. They strive to
put the issues of children’s rights in front of policy
makers. In this regard, CHETNA actively follow
the process of reforms and all the possible
amendments in child rights policies.
In an effort to reach heterogeneous target audience
CHETNA
used
different
mediums
of
communication like street plays, presentations,
puppet shows and a vast range of IEC material,
reports, empirical studies were done and published
on a regular basis.
We gave our advocacy efforts to strengthening
Juvenile Justice System at railway station level,
district level, state level as well as at national level.
In this way we did advocacy to form child
protection committee at railway station under SOP
launched by railway ministry, we did advocacy to
organize meeting of same committees, we also did
advocacy to organize meetings of District Child
Protection Committee under ICPS

Member of District Task force for
child labour in Agra
Member of homes inspection
committee in Agra
Member in Foster care and
sponsorship committee Gwalior
Formed Child Protection
Committee on Nizamudin,
Mathura, Agra, and Jhanis
Railway stations
Facilitated 5 meetings of Child
Protection Committee on 4
Railway stations.
Facilitated meetings of District
Child Protection Committees

Projects 2013-2014

CHETNA and Badhte Kadam
Why this project?

Achievements
 Qualitative achievements

Badhte Kadam, an integral part of CHETNA is
a federation of street and working children.
The federation was created by CHETNA in
2002 with the impulse of street and working
children associated with CHETNA.
The main objectives of Badhhte Kadam were:



To give identity to street and working
children.
To ensure the participation of street and
working children in Government and NonGovernments programs.

Badhte Kadam provides a voice to vulnerable
children and express children grievances about
their living conditions.
It has its own elected representatives who act
as a spokesperson on behalf of all the street
and working children about child rights issues.



Badhte Kadam extended from Delhi to
Uttaranchal, Haryana and Madhya Pradesh.
 Published 36000, copies of newsletter Balaknama.
 Expressed views of children in front of
government, media and policy makers.
 Raised voice of children in front of government
and media.
 Empowered hundreds of children about their
rights, now children themselves call police and
child line in need of protection.
 Quantitative achievements

10,000

300

Direct and indirect members
are linked with Badhte
Kadam

Children were repatriated
from child labour

Vikas a 16 years old boy is a street boy. He
lives at Nizammudin railway station and was
involved in rag picking. Before meeting
CHETNA Vikas was into substance abuse and
used to spend most of his earning on whitener
and tobacco. He never went to school.
He met CHETNA in 2008 and since then he
never looked back. He participated in many of
CHETNA’s programs; he started quitting
whitener and tobacco. Soon he became the
group leader of Nizammudin center and started
taking part in Badhte Kadam programs and
meetings.
At present Vikas has be promoted to the district
level secretary of Badhte Kadam and conducts
children’s programs on child rights issues all
over the district.

Realizing Rights
Child

Achievements
 Qualitative achievements:

Why this project?
The Project started in 2011 with the aim
of all-round development of 8,200 street
and working children (SWC) over a
period of three years, ensuring their
rights
to
survival,
protection,
development and participation. It is also
aimed at providing basic services to
these children. The project is operating
through 82 contact points in the selected
pockets of the 7 districts in West Delhi,
South Delhi, Noida, Mathura, Agra,
Gwalior, and Jhansi with support from



The major achievement under this project is that 27children
attempted to set a record in LIMCA , this was motivated
by the objective to show that they have right to identity and
the record was set on 12th April, for maximum hand prints
in the shortest time.



The painting exhibition “We too Exist” May 2013was
organised and this was a platform where talent was
displayed from all the 7districts under one roof at The
Arpana Art Gallery.



A Consultation on the status of Government schemes for
Underprivileged Children a collective Approach to put
them into Practice was successfully organised under this
project on 25th May 2013.



Balanamaka the newspaper by Badhet Kadam was covered
by channel 4 (U.K).



Two leadership residential workshops for children was
organised for children in Damdama.

j

Comic Relief and Hope for Children.

The year 2013-2014 was an interesting
year as it was the 2nd year that this
project is being implemented, there
were learning’s that came up in the 1st
year of the project and the 2nd year saw
many innovations. New activities were
carried out under this project.



Quantitative Achievements:

2248

1672

18

216 PHC

children were
given reached under NonFormal Education. (Boys 1054 and Girls- 1194)

PoliceTrainings

attended by 876 Police
Personnel.

children were
mainstreamed to formal
schools (Boys -815 and
857- Girls)

visits

benefiting 4876 children

Sharuk Khan, 13 Years Old Boy from Noida, came
in contact with the staff in 2012, initially he was
reluctant to speak to her, but soon he was attending
the contact point and was performing extremely
well, his mother never approved of him attending
the contact point as it was a loss of income for them.
The determination that he had to study and to peruse
his dream of becoming a businessman was enough
to make his parents rethink of the decision they had
made for him; they no longer send him to pick
scraps. They want him to get admitted to school and
follow his dreams.

Rehabilitating Street and Working Children
Abusing Substances
Why this project?
Research studies have proved that the children living and working on the streets are susceptible to
violence, exploitation and substance abuse. Children sniff whitener to deal with the hunger, pain and
violence they are exposed to on the streets. Silochan (Chemical use for joint rubber) is preferred
because it is cheap, its effects are long lasting and its withdrawal symptoms are mild.
Understanding the nature of problem CHETNA with the help of I.partner and Plan India is working
at different railway stations from Nizamuddin to Agra and surrounding communities since 2008.
This project specifically deals with the children indulged into substance abuse. The objectives of the
project are to:




To develop an intervention model to rehabilitate children abusing substances.
To do advocacy to protect children from abusing substances.
To create awareness about the issue among stakeholders.

Apart from counseling and therapy sessions CHETNA repatriate the child to shelter homes or the
rehabilitation center of AIIMS (the All India Institute of Medical Sciences).
We also provide medical assistance to these children in order to treat their dependency. On the
other hand, these children get an equal opportunity to explore them in education and recreational
activities.

Conti…
Achievements
 Qualitative Achievements:









A total number of 384 children were
benefited at Nizamuddin and Mathura
Railway Station and were motivated to
join our rehabilitation centre.
De addiction workshop tends to be very
successful as it leads maximum children
either to settle at home or to reduction for
whitener.
Two residential workshops has organized
for children into substance abuse.
NCPCR had made a subcommittee for the
children into substance abuse.
Two support groups of children were
formed who were into substance abuse.

Achievements
 Quantitative Achievements:

280

new children

identified and linked with
center.

287

children attended

counseling session.

26

children were

enrolled in OBE.

79

children were

linked with NFE.

Puja is a 15-year-old girl. She was found
selling gutkha as well as consuming the
same at a very high rate. She herself
reveals that she consumed some 35 to 40
packets a day during that time. From the
time of her joining in 2011 she has been
coming to the centre regularly. Reduction
in gutkha consumption, development in
communication and leadership skills are
the areas where she has shown a
considerable improvement. Her gutkha
consumption has reduced from 35-40
packets a day to just 4-5. Now she doesn’t
hesitate sharing the plan she has for her
future life. She says, ‘I want to become a
social worker and help other children.’

Children Advisory Board
Achievements
Why this project?

The concept of Children Advisory Board,
(CAB) was developed by Plan India with the
participation of children. CAB is an initiative
towards the commitment to ensure that the
children and young people have the opportunity
to voice their opinions and influence decisions
affecting their lives. The boards are groups of
young people/children. CAB views children
participation as a vertical approach where the
major focus to build the analytical,
organizational and political skills of children
and help them become more effective in
claiming their rights and engage in the decision
making process. The objectives of CAB are: to
promote children’s rights and advocate on
behalf of children whose rights are being
violatated.

 Qualitative achievements:

 The innovative ideas to reach out to larger masses
was successful many people were reached through
the half yearly newsletter.
 The radio programmes was huge hit as it covered
many issues of children and their rights, topics like
education, child labour, bulling, etc were covered.
 More members were identified and the process of
identification was rigorous.
 Members took the indicatives to talk on women
and gender issues as they were motivated from the
trainings that they had attended. Trainings played a
major role in increasing the knowledge and
capacity of the members.
 Quantitative achievements

20 new members were
identified as members of
the group.

300000 people
reached through 10
episodes of Radio
Program “Baat Nanahe
Dilon Ki aired at 102.6

Chetan, 15 years old boy, represents street and
working children federation in the children
advisory board, he is an active member of
Badhet Kadam and was chosen to represent the
federation as he can write well, he is very
talented and has represented CAB in various
forums. Chetan hidden talent of anchoring came
out and soon he became the voice of the AIR FM
Gold the radio, he gave the best RJ a thought
competition and was appreciated by the Radio
Jockey himself. Chetan hosted many episodes of
Bath Nanhe Dilon Ki as child RJ he has been
boosted by this work and dream to become a
popular Radio Jockey of India.

Dreams on Wheels

Why this project?
Street and working children when exposed to various risks on the streets looks for a safe alternative to
stay eat and sleep. Such is the place is railway station, which however do not protect from different
forms of abuse but from changing weather.
This project is born in response to the increasing number of children living or working on railway
platforms from Agra to Gwalior. In order to realize the need of this project CHETNA joined hands
with PLAN India in 2006.
The project ensures that the children living or working on railway platform will enjoy their child rights,
opportunity to develop and reintegrated into their respective families and communities.
It also aims to sensitize and engage key stakeholders to achieve the rights and aspirations of the
children living or working on railway platforms

Conti…
Achievements
AAAAA

Achievements
 Quantitative achievements

 Qualitative achievements









The children found to be very
enthusiastic in attending classes
regularly.
Children staying at railway platforms
wished to get education and learn art
and craft and especially dance.
Children took part in many cultural
performances across the states.
Children at railway platforms started
informing to CHETNA about the
newly introduced children to streets.
Stakeholders too took a stand to give
information about lost children at the
railway platform.

443

More than

children were resettled
through Juvenile Justice
System

326 stakeholders
participated in different
meetings

100

children were linked to
education.

45

Children

participated in different
meetings organized by
Go’s and NGO’s

211
Jyoti is a 15years old girl, who has been staying with her
parents, 3 brothers and 2 sisters in Rianbasera at Sarai Kale
Khan from past 10 years but her native place is Bihar.. One
day she got to know that her father is suffering from
tuberculosis. She was disheartened. And then she met a girl
in the station who told her about the consumptions of drugs.
She said that all your difficulties and problems vanish when
you consume drugs. Jyoti got into this trap and became
addicted Jyoti also used to go for rag picking and begging
to support her family, when she was approached by
CHETNA educator and encouraged to come to the day care
center at Sarai Kale Khan. In 2010,
Now She has become a trainer for the children on child
rights and leadership, she has participated in many national
level programs in NCPCR, writes articles for ‘Balaknama’
which is a newspaper written and published by street and
working children.

children got medical
assistance through health
camps.

43 children into
substance abuse assessed
and profiled by team of
doctors of Fortis escort
hospital

Street to School
Achievements
Why this project?



This project started in November 2010 and the drop
in center was called “Sapano Ki Duniya “with the
support provide to the organisation through Save
the children. “Sapano Ki duniya” when translated
means ‘world of dreams’.
The center caters to children who come to the one
of Delhi busiest market Lajpat Nagar. Many of the
children come to the market as rag pickers, toy and
Balloon Sellers, beggars, etc, one can see many new
faces everyday in the market many children are not
attending schools and have never been encouraged,
so the center in the heart of the market is trying to
make the difference where a child friendly society.
The centre runs in two shifts morning and
afternoon. These children come here according to
their convenience of time. Their day starts with
prayer and formal interactions with each other.
They get basic education here and enjoy art, craft,
dance, drama, music, lunch is also provided on dayto-day basis. Children who do well in education are
encouraged and linked to mainstream education.







 Qualitative achievements
We have build up a good rapport and trust
among the parents of children, now they
send their children to the centre by
themselves.
Other stakeholders like shopkeepers and
police too came ahead to help CHETNA in
this noble cause.
Working children too have started gaining
interest in studies and other activities, 12
children performed in front of a pack stage
at Siri fort auditorium.
The art and craft session yielded with great
results where the children’s innovation
ideas were covered in leading newspaper of
the country on the 3D pickari.

 Quantitative achievements

25

102

Children were linked to
the mainstream education

Children are coming to the
centre on regular basis.

Aarti an 11-year girl is a school dropout, she
is the bread winner of her family her father
passed away last year and since then she
comes to the Lajpat Nagar Market with her
younger siblings to beg. It was in 2010 that
she first attended the day care center, she use
to bring her younger brother with her, she
became was not regular but whenever she
came she use to attend the center in the
morning as she enjoyed studying, her deep
interest on education helped the team
members to convince her mother to send her
to school again Aarti was admitted to school
last year in the 3rd standard and this year she
is in 4th standard she attends school regularly
and even her younger brother has been
admitted to school this year in the 1st
standard.

NIOS/OBE
Why this project?
The project focuses on providing alternate means of
open schooling to street and working children who
are not able to go to a formal school or are dropped
out of school. The project was initiated in June 2008
with the support of Charity Aid Foundation and
Microsoft.
The OBE programme has three levels A, B and C: Level A equivalent to standard iii of the
formal school system.
 Level B equivalent to standard V of the
formal school system.
 Level C equivalent to standard VIII of the
formal school system.

Achievements
 Qualitative achievements









The test papers were developed for the
children in OBE and final exams were
conducted.
The children who had graduated class
8 through OBE were given financial
support for enrolment to NIOS.
Library Books were provide to the
children under OBE as part of extra
circularly activity.
Art and craft session were conducted
at the contact point.

 Quantitative achievements

As per the norms of NIOS we provide 50 hours of
teaching per subject to all the students at our contact
points. At the same time practical review of the
progress in studies with the help of practice
worksheets and cultural activities like drama, art and
craft sessions are also part of the curriculum.

72 children were enrolled
OBE. (50 Boys and 32
Girls)

18

Youth were enrolled

with NIOS.

Badsha, 13 year old boy is a native of Assam, he
work as a rag picker with his other family
members in the lajpat Nagar Market. He first
came in contact with CHETNA staff in December
2010 and started attending the day care center, he
was motivated to peruse his education and his
desire to study was strong he took admission to
OBE in 2011 in the 3rd standard, this year he has
passed his 5th standard and is now currently
enrolled to the 8th standard, he loves to dance and
is an extremely talented artist, he is very popular
among all children in the center and motivates
other friend to study also. He has become aware
of his right and can speak up whenever it is
violated.

Childline Agra

Achievements
 Qualitative achievements



Why this project?

The Childline team was able to add

many new innovative ideas this year for
its open house and outreach.

CHILDLINE in Agra was started in 2010 to provide
assistance to all the children who are in need of care
and protection in the city, CHETNA is supported by
Childline India Foundation under the ministry of
Women and Child Development to run the services.
Service is provided through a toll-free 24-hour
emergency phone service (1098). It aims to respond
not only to emergency needs but also to link them to
various services established for their long-term care
and rehabilitation. CHILDLINE has been designed
to act as a crucial link between children in need of
care and protection and the available facilities. This
one-point contact is meant to facilitate instant access
to support, advice, and active intervention. This year
the Childline, Agra handled 550 cases and carried
out 9 open house programs, also they had 12
meetings with the Director and the international Girl
child Day was a huge hit with the children as the
team organized a drawing competition for the school
children.



Outreach activities were focused on

topics.


The Childline se dosti program was

covered by many media and this initiative
was very helpful in reaching out to people
and especially creating a bound with the
Police personnel.
 Quantitative achievements

550 cases were
covered during this

More Than

4000

stakeholders were
reached through 9 open
House Programs.

Rahul, 13years old boy was caught by the
Agra police and the police constable who
caught him made a call to 1098 so that the
case would be dealt, the child line team
counselor spoke to the traumatized boy who
was not willing to speak after making him
comfortable he finally opened up and gave
correct information about his home town and
why he was in Agra. With proper orders the
child was taken to a shelter till further action
can be ordered, the team from Childline
shared the information and got found that a
missing case was registered a month ago.
Rahul mother was informed about him and
she reached child line office Agra and then
finally Rahul was reunited with his mother.

nancial Summary

CHETNA- Financials (Audit Report)

CHETNA- Financials conti...

Trustees
and
Partners
CHETNA’s Trustees
Ms. Dr. Vikas Goswami-Chairperson
VP CSR Indus Tower Limited. Unique blend of academic, policy and implementation experience in
CSR space. 15+ years advising, influencing business on the practical and strategic choices of CSR.
Member of Government of India instituted Disclosure Framework committee to design an e-Form
under MCA 21 by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, to take the agenda of Inclusive and Sustainable
Growth forward in India.

TNA’s Highlights

Ms. Bharti Sharma-Member
An eminent scholar, policy maker and social activist who has also served as chairperson of the Child
Welfare Committee and Nirmal Chaya, Delhi.
Mr. Ved Prakash-Member
An engineering and management professional with vast experience in the international and domestic
industry sector, working as Managing Director- Mosaic House ware.
Mr. Jaideep Singh Bhisht-Treasurer
A founder member of CHETNA. Works as a development officer at LIC, Dehradun.
Mr. Sanjay Gupta-Managing Trustee
A devoted social activist with 18 years of experience in the field of developmental work and one of
the founding members of CHETNA, who takes care of the day to day activities of the organization.
He is an engineering graduate from Pantnagar university and represents many government/nongovernment committees responsible for taking care of children’s rights.

Partners for the Year 2013-2014

The target that CHETNA achieved this year sounds quite stupendous. This could be made possible
only because it got significant support from a wide range of donors and partners.
Key Supporters that strengthened us in the year 2013- 2014:
 Hope for Children and Comic Relief, UK.
 Plan India
 I-partner India
 Charity Aid Foundation India
 Microsoft India
 Save The Children India and AVIVA.
 Childline India foundation, Ministry of Women and Child Development.
 Individual Donors.

Childhood Enhancement through Training and Action
Main Office
40/22 Ground floor, Manohar Kunj, Gautam Nagar
New Delhi-110049
Ph: 011-41644470/71, Fax-011-41644470
email:chetnacncp@gmail.com.
Website: www.chetna-india.org.

